Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) are 3D representations of the Earth's surface and have numerous applications in geomorphology, hydrology and ecology. Structure-from-Motion (SfM) photogrammetry using photographs obtained by unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have been increasingly used for obtaining high resolution DEMs. These DEMs are interpolated from point clouds representing entire landscapes, including points of terrain, vegetation and infrastructure. Up to date, there has not been any study clearly comparing different algorithms for filtering of vegetation. The objective in this study was, therefore, to assess the performance of various vegetation filter algorithms for SfM-obtained point clouds. The comparison was done for a Mediterranean area in Murcia, Spain with heterogeneous vegetation cover. The filter methods that were compared were: color-based filtering using an excessive greenness vegetation index (VI), Triangulated Irregular Networks (TIN) densification from LAStools, the standard method in Agisoft Photoscan (PS), iterative surface lowering (ISL), and a combination of iterative surface lowering and the VI method (ISL_VI). Results showed that for bare areas there was little to no difference between the filtering methods, which is to be expected because there is little to no vegetation present to filter. For areas with shrubs and trees, the ISL_VI and TIN method performed best. These results show that different filtering techniques have various degrees of success in different use cases. A default filter in commercial software such as Photoscan may not always be the best way to remove unwanted vegetation from a point cloud, but instead alternative methods such as a TIN densification algorithm should be used to obtain a vegetation-less Digital Terrain Model (DTM).
Introduction
Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) are 3D representations of the Earth's surface. DEMs have numerous applications in for example: geomorphology, hydrology, ecology and other natural sciences. DEMs are used for, e.g., resource patch connectivity in ecology [1] , geomorphometrical analyzes of the landscape [2, 3] and modelling of water and sediment flows [4, 5] . For many of these applications it is important to have high-resolution, high quality DEMs to be able to quantify and model relevant processes at both large and small scales. overall vertical errors of the best performing method. Without such a comparison, it is difficult to choose which technique is most appropriate for different settings, locations and DTM applications.
Therefore, the objective of this paper was to compare multiple vegetation filtering algorithms for the classification of point clouds in an area which is heterogeneous in terms of vegetation for creating DTMs. The study site was an area in SE Spain with a Mediterranean climate, because the area includes a combination of sparse and dense vegetation, with bare ground, shrubland areas and forested areas, which ensures proper testing of all involved algorithms.
Methods

Study Area
The study was carried out in the Guadalantin basin, approximately 70 kilometers west of Murcia City (Figure 1) . The area has a Mediterranean climate, with mean annual precipitation of 320 mm (measured at the nearby Valdeinfierno reservoir [22] . The natural vegetation in the study area has been characterized as the Meso-Mediterranean Murcian-Almerien vegetation series [23] . The area is dominated by grasses and shrubs Stipa tenacissima, Thymus vulgaris, Rosmarinus officinalis, Antyllis cystisoides and Helictotrichon filifolium [23] [24] [25] [26] . Trees are not as abundant as shrubs, and occur mainly on north-facing slopes. Tree types are Quercus coccifera, Rhamnus lycioides and Pinus halepensis. introduced by others, but they do not compare their algorithms to already existing algorithms [19] , or only verify the reproducibility of the methods for different areas, while not actually considering vertical errors in DTMs [20] . [21] compared the classification results of different filtering algorithms, but only assessed overall vertical errors of the best performing method. Without such a comparison, it is difficult to choose which technique is most appropriate for different settings, locations and DTM applications. Therefore, the objective of this paper was to compare multiple vegetation filtering algorithms for the classification of point clouds in an area which is heterogeneous in terms of vegetation for creating DTMs. The study site was an area in SE Spain with a Mediterranean climate, because the area includes a combination of sparse and dense vegetation, with bare ground, shrubland areas and forested areas, which ensures proper testing of all involved algorithms.
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The study was carried out in the Guadalantin basin, approximately 70 kilometers west of Murcia City (Figure 1) . The area has a Mediterranean climate, with mean annual precipitation of 320 mm (measured at the nearby Valdeinfierno reservoir [22] . The natural vegetation in the study area has been characterized as the Meso-Mediterranean Murcian-Almerien vegetation series [23] . The area is dominated by grasses and shrubs Stipa tenacissima, Thymus vulgaris, Rosmarinus officinalis, Antyllis cystisoides and Helictotrichon filifolium [23] [24] [25] [26] . Trees are not as abundant as shrubs, and occur mainly on north-facing slopes. Tree types are Quercus coccifera, Rhamnus lycioides and Pinus halepensis. 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, Camera and Photo Processing
A fixed-wing Mavinci Sirius 1 Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) with a wingspan of 1.6 m and a maximum take-off mass of 2.6 kg was used to obtain aerial photographs. A Panasonic Lumix GX1 16 MP camera (focal length 20 mm, aperture F1.7, exposure time 1/1600) was mounted on the aircraft to collect JPEG images at approximately 2 frames per second. Average ground speed of the UAV was 60 km/h, depending on wind direction and thrusts.
The average flight altitude for this study was set at 100 meters but varied because of relief. This resulted in photographs with a ground sample distance (GSD) of 2 cm on average. The flight lines were programmed for the images to have 85% overlap in flight direction and 60% side overlap. A point cloud was created from the resulting photographs using Agisoft Photoscan [17] , with a workflow as described in [27] . Photoscan processing quality can be configured to low detail/fast 
The average flight altitude for this study was set at 100 meters but varied because of relief. This resulted in photographs with a ground sample distance (GSD) of 2 cm on average. The flight lines were programmed for the images to have 85% overlap in flight direction and 60% side overlap. A point cloud was created from the resulting photographs using Agisoft Photoscan [17] , with a workflow as described in [27] . Photoscan processing quality can be configured to low detail/fast processing to very high detail/intense processing. "High" detail is considered optimal for creating landscape reconstructions and DEMs-although the highest setting produces a more dense point cloud, it also introduces more noise. Generally, the highest processing setting is more suitable for 3D object reconstructions using Drones 2019, 3, 61 4 of 14 close-range photogrammetry. Moreover, "aggressive depth filtering" was configured for dense point cloud processing. Other than this, default Photoscan settings have been used.
In total 15 ground control points (GCPs) were positioned spatially well-distributed throughout the study area at relatively low, medium and high locations. The GCPs consisted of 80 × 80 cm orange textile rectangles, with inside a 30 × 30 cm black textile square with a CD disc on top. The coordinates of the center point of the CD disc were measured with a TopCon HIPer Pro GNSS RTK receiver. The orange squares and CD discs allowed the GCPs to be identified easily and the measuring point could be determined accurately. These points have been used to re-align the point cloud in Photoscan for more accurate georeferencing.
Filter Algorithms and Point Cloud Interpolation
Many algorithms for filtering of ground points for LiDAR point clouds exist already and more are being developed [28] . We selected five different filtering algorithms and tested their performance on filtering UAV point clouds. The selection was based on popularity, availability of existing tools and presence of literature:
1.
Ground point classification based on a vegetation index (VI), particularly the excessive greenness as calculated from the RGB color values 2.
TIN densification, or Adaptive TIN, as implemented in LAStools (TIN), [21, 29] 
3.
Photoscan native filtering algorithm (PS) [18] 
4.
Iterative surface lowering (ISL) which resembles the algorithm described by [11] 
5.
A combination of ISL and VI (ISL_VI).
The different methods are described in detail below.
Filtering based on Excessive Greenness Index
Earlier research showed that image classification can help filter out vegetation points from point clouds [30] . Aside from (x, y, z) coordinates, many point clouds also contain color values that could potentially be used to classify points, for example, by using thresholds of absolute color values or via vegetation indices. Vegetation indices are combinations of spectral band values formed using mathematical equations designed to emphasize response to some vegetation property. Such indices are widely used for vegetation analysis such as drought and health estimations as well as land use/cover classification. More specifically, vegetation indices are used to differentiate image pixels with vegetation information from other pixels such as bare ground, infrastructure or clouds. Hence, vegetation indices are potentially useful for the identification of vegetation points and filtering them out of point clouds.
There are many vegetation indices for a wide variety of purposes, of which most effective are calculated based on green, red, red-edge, near-infrared and/or infra-red bands, such as the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and the Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI). Remote sensing equipment has dedicated sensors that are sensitive to these spectra.
On light-weight UAVs such as the one used in this study, the maximum payload is limited, hence the type of sensors on board are restricted by their weight. While multi-spectral cameras are becoming lighter and nowadays there are versions that can be integrated into a small aircraft (e.g., Parrot Sequoia), many UAVs are still equipped with a simple consumer photo camera. Such cameras are typically equipped with CMOS sensors that are sensitive to visible light until near-infrared (NIR) (400-900 nm) with RGB channels and filters to block radiation above 650 nm.
Such cameras can be modified to remove filters for dedicated spectral bands such as NIR, but by doing so these cameras lose their capabilities for accurate measurements of red light that is also required for many vegetation indices.
There are vegetation indices based on only bands in the visible light. Examples are the Visible Vegetation Index (VVI, Equation (1)) and Excessive Greenness (ExG, Equation (2)) which can be used 
R, G and B are the values of the red, green and blue channels, RGB 0 is the vector of the reference green color (in this study R 0 = 40, G 0 = 60, and B 0 = 10), and w is a weight component (here 1) [31] . ExG is a continuous index where higher values represent bright green reflecting surfaces such as vegetation, and low values indicate bare ground or obstacles.
Where R, G, B values are normalized values of the red, green and blue bands. In this study we calculated and visually compared the contrast and how much the vegetation could be recognized. We found that VVI was most useful for recognizing subtle differences between types of vegetation, and with ExG there was a higher contrast between vegetation and bare ground. Since the purpose was to classify vegetation points and ground points, ExG was the index of choice. During filtering we removed any point with ExG > 0.1 from the point cloud.
TIN Densification
TIN densification is a method based on Triangulated Irregular Networks. First, a sparse TIN is created based on a minimum number of points. Then points are iteratively added to the TIN to create a more detailed (densified) TIN, if the points meet certain criteria of the triangle (e.g., distance to TIN facets) within a given threshold. Thresholds were automatically derived and updated after each iteration. All rejected points are considered not part of the ground surface, such as vegetation or some other obstacle. For more information we refer to [10, 14, 15, 32] .
LAStools [13] comprises a collection of command-line tools for processing point cloud data, including an implementation of ground point filtering using TIN densification. In this test case we used LAStools, in particular the lasground_new.exe to filter out ground points. The exact implementation of the TIN densification is unknown since LAStools is proprietary software.
Agisoft Photoscan Native Filtering Algorithm
Agisoft Photoscan is a popular all-in-one package for processing aerial imagery into point clouds, DEMs and orthorectified image mosaics, which was also used in this study for generating the point cloud. Photoscan includes a native implementation of ground point filtering which allows tuning threshold parameters related to max angle between the terrain model and line to connect the point (15 degrees, higher values may improve results in steeper areas), max distance between the terrain model and a point (1 m) and cell size of the intermediate terrain model (5 m, this reflects the max expected data gaps due to buildings or tree cover). The parameter settings were manually optimized to produce, visually, best results. Result could improve by further understanding of the closed-source implementation of the algorithm and, at least to some extent, automated parameter optimization.
Iterative Surface Lowering (ISL)
We implemented the method of [11] , an iterative surface lowering algorithm using python scripting. ISL is comparable to TIN densification in the way that it iteratively changes a preliminary surface based on a varying subset of included points. In the first iteration all points are interpolated into a regularly gridded raster with a given cell size (1 m). All points above the surface are labelled as vegetation points, all points below the surface are labelled as ground points. In subsequent iterations, only ground points are included to the surface interpolation. When no more points change labels, the interpolated surface is stable and assumed to represent ground surface. The one meter cell size was chosen based on manual heuristics; smaller cell size introduced more noise, and larger cell sizes reduced detail because too many points were removed.
ISL + VI
The ISL method can easily be extended with other filtering methods. In this test case we first removed vegetation points using the VI method described in Section 2.3.1, and used the selection of ground points as starting point of the ISL method.
Output
Each of the five test runs produced a classified point cloud and a number of rasters with 25 × 25 cm grid cells. While this resolution is considerably coarser than the original GSD of 2 cm, the filtering of vegetation points substantially reduces the point density, producing significant data gaps below dense vegetation. We found that finer resolutions produced too many interpolation artefacts. This cell size was considered optimal for the point density after classification, providing relevant details in the derived rasters while computing time was acceptable. The produced raster were: Existing gaps in the rasters were filled using Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW, weight = 1/distance 2 ) interpolation. We chose IDW interpolation because of the balance between efficiency and accuracy. IDW seemed to provide better results than e.g., bilinear or splines. More complex interpolations such as natural neighbors and kriging were computationally too demanding for the large number of points. However, other or optimized interpolations may produce better results. Nevertheless, it is beyond the scope of this paper to fully analyze effects of different interpolation techniques.
Moreover, we created another DEM by using only the lowest available point within the boundaries of each 25 × 25 cm grid cell. As this is not truly a filtering method it is not listed as such. On the other hand it could be a simple method to remove vegetation points. This DEM is included in the comparison with the other DEMs and is mentioned as LOW in the tables and figures.
Error Assessment of Resulting DTMs
Reference points were manually created and randomly distributed throughout the area (Figure 1 ). In total 15 points per vegetation categories (bare ground, shrubs and trees) have been created, totaling 45 reference points. The DSM formed the basis on the elevation of the reference points. For bare ground points, the values were directly derived from the DSM. The ground surface elevation below shrubs and trees (where DSM values represent vegetation height) were manually estimated using multiple cross section profiles of the DSM and visual extrapolation of ground surface elevation using a profiling plugin in QGIS software.
Quantitative Error Assessment
The generated reference points for the abovementioned three vegetation categories were used to assess the vertical error in each of the DTMs. For visualizing the differences between the methods, boxplots were created. Furthermore, the difference of root mean square error between estimated terrain height and DTM value below the different vegetation types were compared.
For an assessment of accuracy and precision of the different methods, several statistical tests were performed on the absolute errors of the reference points. Accuracy is determined by how close the measured values are to the estimated values and the precision is a description of random errors in the measurements. To test accuracy between the different methods, an ANOVA test was carried out on the absolute error values per reference point per land cover class. In case of significant differences between the groups, a post-hoc Tukey Honest Significance Difference (Tukey-HSD) test was done. This test shows pairwise if there are differences between the means of the absolute errors of the different filter methods.
The variance of the absolute error is a measure for the precision of the method, with a low variance indicating a high precision. To test for differences in the variance between the groups a pairwise test was done using Bartlett's test (α = 0.05) and p values were adjusted using the Bonferroni method.
Qualitative Error Assessment
A qualitative error assessment of the filter methods was done by visually comparing 3D plots of filtered point clouds. This way, it was possible to assess the effects the filters have on the point clouds in a particular part of the study area and understand why false-positive vegetation points were undetected by the filtering algorithms.
Profiles were drawn on the DTMs to highlight the differences between them: on a linear hillslope with alternating bare and shrubs, a linear hillslope with alternating bare and shrubs with a single tree, a channel surrounded by vegetation, a patch of trees and a hillslope with multiple patches of trees. In addition to the reference DSM and the filtered DTMs, a LiDAR DTM was added to the profiles for comparison. The LiDAR DTM is interpolated from a point cloud from airborne laser scans (0.5 point/m 2 ; [33] ) measured on bare areas and underneath shrubs and trees. Table 1 shows the percentages of filtered points by the different filtering methods and the root mean square error (RMSE) compared to the reference points under different vegetation. The PS method removes the lowest number of points, while the ISL_VI method removes the highest number of points. The RMSE shows that for the bare areas there is little difference between the filter methods, while for the shrubs and trees these differences increase substantially. The variation in the difference between the estimated elevation of the reference points and the interpolated DTMs show, similarly to Table 1 , that there is little variation between the various filters for the bare areas, but more so in the shrubs and trees areas ( Figure 2 ). The variations are largest for the trees land cover type. The TIN and PS methods seem to have the lowest error values as well as the smallest variances.
Results
Quantitative Comparison of Filter Methods
For the bare ground areas, there are no significant differences between the mean absolute errors (MAE; i.e., measure of accuracy) of the methods ( Table 2 ). There are significant differences in the variance (i.e., measure of precision) between the LOW method and the other methods, with the LOW method having the highest variance (i.e., lowest precision). Similarly, for the shrubs areas, there are no significant differences between the MAE of the different methods, while the DSM and VI methods have significantly lower precision. For the tree areas, there are significant differences in the MAE for the DSM, PS and TIN methods. The DSM MAE is significantly higher than the MAE of all other methods, except for LOW and VI. The TIN and PS methods have significantly higher accuracies than the DSM, VI and LOW methods. The TIN and PS methods have significantly higher precision than all other methods. method having the highest variance (i.e. lowest precision). Similarly, for the shrubs areas, there are no significant differences between the MAE of the different methods, while the DSM and VI methods have significantly lower precision. For the tree areas, there are significant differences in the MAE for the DSM, PS and TIN methods. The DSM MAE is significantly higher than the MAE of all other methods, except for LOW and VI. The TIN and PS methods have significantly higher accuracies than the DSM, VI and LOW methods. The TIN and PS methods have significantly higher precision than all other methods. Figure 2 . Boxplots for the three vegetation classes showing the elevation differences between the reference points and the interpolated digital terrain models (DTMs) after applying the filters. 
Qualitative Comparison of Filter Methods
The removal of the filtered points is clearly visible in the colored point clouds (Figure 3) . The filtered points can be seen as white gaps within the image. The images suggest that the ISL, VI_ISL and TIN methods filter the largest number of points, while the other methods filter relatively few (also see Table 1 ). 
The removal of the filtered points is clearly visible in the colored point clouds (Figure 3) . The filtered points can be seen as white gaps within the image. The images suggest that the ISL, VI_ISL and TIN methods filter the largest number of points, while the other methods filter relatively few (also see Table 1 ). When visually comparing the performance of the different filter methods, it becomes apparent that the VI_ISL and TIN methods remove most of shrub and tree points. The VI, ISL and PS methods leave many vegetation points after the filter procedure. Even the smaller tussocks are removed in the TIN and VI_ISL methods, while the other filter methods leave them largely unchanged.
The profiles (Figure 4) show a similar picture as the colored point clouds. For bare ground areas (B profile), there are only minor differences in elevation between the methods, while for shrubs (A profile) and trees (C-E profiles), these differences are much larger. When visually comparing the performance of the different filter methods, it becomes apparent that the VI_ISL and TIN methods remove most of shrub and tree points. The VI, ISL and PS methods leave many vegetation points after the filter procedure. Even the smaller tussocks are removed in the TIN and VI_ISL methods, while the other filter methods leave them largely unchanged.
The profiles (Figure 4) show a similar picture as the colored point clouds. For bare ground areas (B profile), there are only minor differences in elevation between the methods, while for shrubs (A profile) and trees (C-E profiles), these differences are much larger.
When looking at a single tree (Figure 4 : D profile), all filter methods, except for the VI method remove the entire tree which is present in the original DSM. When looking at patches of trees (E profile) however, the only method that approaches the original LiDAR DTM is the TIN filter method. All other filter methods leave large parts of the trees intact, especially the large patch of trees at the top of the slope. (Figure 4) show a similar image as the colored point clouds. For bare areas (B profile), there are only minor differences in elevation between the methods, while for shrubs (A profile) and trees (C-E profiles), these differences are much larger.
When looking at a single tree (Figure 4 : D profile), all filter methods, except for the VI method remove the entire tree which is present in the original DSM. When looking at patches of trees (E profile) however, the only method that approaches the original LiDAR DTM is the TIN filter method. All other filter methods leave large parts of the trees intact, especially the large patch of trees at the top of the slope. 
Discussion
Performance of Filter Methods
The filters that were used in this study all come with several pros and cons. For example: some filters are easily applied (TIN and PS), while for other algorithms there are no simple, straightforward tools available (ISL and VI). In this study we merely looked at the performance of the filters for different land cover types.
For the bare ground areas, there is hardly any difference between the different filter algorithms for the reference points ( Table 2 ). Due to the limited amount of vegetation that could be removed in these areas, differences are also small. The same becomes apparent when looking at the colored point clouds (Figure 3 ) and the profile of bare ground (Figure 4, profile B ). This means that for bare areas, there is no need for the application of a filter. Controversially, applying a filter can provide worse results, as is the case here with the LOW filter. The LOW method uses the lowest point for each cell to calculate the height, which is prone to underestimation of the actual surface, especially when there is no vegetation present.
For the shrub areas, when looking at the reference points (Table 2) , most algorithms perform similarly, except for the VI algorithm, which underperforms. Regarding the other algorithms, only the ISL_VI method has higher precision than the ISL method, which means that for shrub areas, the ISL_VI method is preferred over both the ISL as well as the VI method. However, when looking at the colored point clouds (Figure 3 ) and the profiles (Figure 4 , profile A), both the ISL_VI and the TIN method perform best in removing shrubs from the point cloud.
For the tree areas, there are notable differences in the performance of the algorithms when looking at the reference points ( Table 2 ). The PS and TIN method outperform all other methods, both in accuracy and precision. When looking at the colored point clouds and the profiles, however, the PS algorithm does not perform well. The ISL_VI algorithm filters trees better than the PS algorithm, and the TIN method filters out most trees and is similar to the surface of the LiDAR DTM (Figure 4 , profile E).
The five different methods proposed in this study all reduce the error associated with the elevation of a terrain model beneath vegetation, but there are notable differences between the different algorithms. Overall the, TIN method performs best in all situations. Yet, we need to consider that PS filtering performance is underestimated due to poor filtering parameter settings. While considerable time was spent to manually optimize the parameter settings, there could be a better parameter set which might perform better in this study area.
Comparison of Filters to Previous Studies
The TIN filter method performed best in this study and showed RMSE values of 5 cm for bare ground areas, 33 cm for shrub areas and 78 cm for tree areas (Table 1) . Most studies looking at filtering of vegetation do not report error values directly [20, 34] , which means the performance of the algorithms in our study area cannot be compared to their results. In studies where error values were reported, the errors are comparable to the ones found in this study. [21] reported RMSE values of 5 cm for flat terrain, 18.4 cm on sloping terrain and 22 cm in the vicinity of above-ground objects. However, this study was done in a more urban setting, and there is no reporting of RMSE values below vegetation. In a study by [29] DTMs were created for a vegetated area using LiDAR and SfM, and consecutively filtered using the same LAStools TIN method as in this study, showed that there was a mean difference of 9 cm between the two DTMs under the canopy. However, differences of > 50 cm also occurred. No comparison was made to actual measurements of ground level. The TIN method was also used by [34] who used this method with a single iteration to obtain a vegetation height model, to look at heights of shrub vegetation. Shrub vegetation heights measured on the ground were accurately represented using SfM point cloud data (r 2 = 0.96, SE = 8 cm, n = 31) and a combination of spectral and height predictor variables yielded an 11-class classification with 82% overall accuracy. There was no error assessment done on the (vertical) errors of the bare earth model. Due to the lack of error assessment, it is not clear what the real accuracy of the results of these studies really is.
Further Improvement of Filtering Methods
The VI and ISL_VI methods use color information from the points to classify vegetation points. We used photos from a standard RGB camera, while many UAV sensors have the capacity to record reflection in near-infrared (NIR). This NIR can be used to obtain more accurate classifications of vegetation, because of a very high reflectance of vegetation in these wavelengths.
Most of the algorithms that were used need some form of calibration through single or multiple parameter settings based on expert knowledge. In order to further improve such algorithms, measuring sufficient reference points during the flight campaigns could be used as input for calibration procedures or automated parameterization. Such calibration procedures have the aim to minimize the error between the resulting DTM and the estimated reference points. A Monte Carlo-type approach can be used to obtain optimum parameter settings for the filter algorithms. [35] used a similar approach for modelling the vertical errors in DTMs obtained from LiDAR point clouds. This type of approach, however, needs to filter the raw point cloud and interpolate the entire DTM at each step. This makes the approach computationally expensive and time consuming.
Which Filter Should Be Used? Implications for Environmental Modelling
Many studies that use SfM to obtain DTMs make use of the off-the-shelf standard algorithm embedded in Agisoft Photoscan (e.g., [18] ). These studies often focus at other aspects than the actual classification of vegetation or bare ground like assessing erosion and deposition. To properly assess erosion and deposition, a good DTM is vital, as is the assessment of the errors that might be present in the DTM due to vegetation. The quality of DTMs may influence the modelled connectivity of a landscape [36] and with that the pathways transported water and sediment will take. Yet, when modelling [37] these landscape processes, the DTM is something most researchers take as a given, and the accuracy is frequently not questioned. Therefore, possible mistakes are not taken into account or a standard smoothing algorithm is performed before the actual model runs are started. Therefore, the accuracy of a DTM and properly filtering the vegetation from the DSM is an essential procedure that needs to be carefully done.
Our results show that although the Photoscan filter method performs well on our reference points, the qualitative results show otherwise. We showed in this study that for bare ground areas, there is not any difference between the methods. In areas with many trees, the TIN algorithm performs best in removing vegetation. For areas with shrubs, the qualitative results showed that the TIN and ISL_VI algorithm perform best. Overall, the TIN filter algorithm performs best over the range of land cover types and is the preferred filter method. Moreover, this method is readily available in the LAStools software package and, therefore, needs little or no knowledge on algorithm development.
Conclusions
•
To assess the best algorithm for filtering vegetation from a Digital Surface Model five methods for filtering vegetation from SfM point clouds were tested in an area in SE Spain with a Mediterranean climate. This area represents a combination of bare areas, shrubland areas and forested areas, which ensured proper testing of all involved algorithms.
Results showed that for bare ground areas there was little to no difference between the filtering methods, which is to be expected because there is little to no vegetation present to filter. For shrub areas and tree areas, the ISL_VI and TIN method performed best.
These results show that the off-the-shelf algorithms are not always the best way to remove unwanted vegetation from a point cloud, but instead custom algorithms such as TIN densification should be used to obtain a vegetation-less DTM. • Choosing the right filtering technique for hydrological and sediment transport modelling is essential to obtaining correct modelling outputs. Mistakes in the input DTM may change the modelled connectivity of the landscape, which in turn influences calculations of water and sediment yields. 
